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SUMMARY 

Large-chord flap-type controls with swept-back hinge lines and with 
various sizes and shapes of horn balances were investigated on a trian- 
gular wing of aspect ratio 2. The effects of changes in the following 
were exsmined: shielding of the horn balance, percentage of horn 
balance, trailing-edge thickness, flap nose seal, contour of the horn 
balance, and Reynolds number. One of the controls which had a nearly 
optimum balsnce at low speed was compared tith several other types of 
controls on triangular wings and with an all-movable triangular-wing 
control for two hinge-me positions. 

The results of the investigation indicated that a large-chord 
control surface with a swept-back hinge line could be satisfactorily 
balanced aerodynsmically at low speeds by means of a horn balance. It 
was also found that the rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with 
elevator deflection varied by a smaller amount than the rate of change 
of hinge-moment coefficient with angle of attack with changes fn the 
amount of horn balance, the degree of horn shielding, and the trailing- 
edge thickness of the control. 

IRTRODUCTION 

The development of aircraft capable of high-speed flight has 
introduced new problems of stability and control. One such problem 
consists of providing controls on plan forms suitable for flight at 
transonfc and supersonic speeds which have adequate effectiveness and 
which have reasonably small control forces. The problem of reducfng 
control forces has become so severe that designers have had to resort 
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to the use of irreversible power boost systems'. Despite the use of such 
power boost systems it appears desirable to develop control surfaces with 
aerodynaslic balances to reduce hinge moments for the following reasons: 
(1) to provide some measure of emergency control by the use of manual 
override system6 in the event of the failure of the power boost system; 
(2) to permit the reduction of boqeter power requirements, and thus 
booster size and weight; and (3) to reduce torsional deformation of con- 
trol surfaces. 

The present tests are part of a general inveetigation being 
conducted by the NACA of various types of balanced and unbalanced con- 
trols particularly applicable to triangular plan forms (references 1 
through 14). The primary purpose of the preeent investigation was to 
determine experimentally the low-speed effectiveness and particularly 
the hinge-moment parsmeters of a control on a triangular wing1 which had 
various horn balances and which had the hinge line swept back 4.0'. The 
control was designed with a large ratio of the area behind the hinge 
line to the total wing area so that the lift effectiveness would approach 
that of an all-movable surface. Thus, it is not to be inferred that 
smaller controls could not be similarly balanced: The model had various 
horn balances which varied both in plan form and in contour. Results 
are presented for the flap nose sealed and unsealed, for thickened trail- 
ing edges of the flap, and for several values of the Reynolds number. A 
secondary purpose of the investigation was to compare the results 
obtained for one of.the controls which was deemed to have good balancing 
characteristics at low speeds with the characteristics of a wing having 
plain flaps (references 1 and 2), a wing having a half-delta tip control 
(reference 4), and an all-movable surface (reference 3).' 

The scope of the present investigation was limited to Mach numbers 
up to 0.29 for these preliy tests. The tests were cdnducted in one 
of the Ames 7- by lo-foot wind tunnels. 

NOTATION 

CD drag coefficient 

'Although the term "wing" is used throughout the report for generality, 
it is probable that these wing-flap combinations would be more appli- 
cable as a horizontal or a vertical tail. 

2The pitding-moment coefficients of refereXXe 3 were ueed to compute 
the hinge-moment coefficients of the all-movable surface. 

4 
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Ch hinge-moment coefficient 

(For the all-movable eurface SE replace8 ~MA.) 

CL lift coefficient L 
( > z 

Cm Ml pitching-moment coefficient - 
( > C@E 

ml hinge-moment factor (used for comparison of widely different types 

of controti) 

a 

b 

speed of sound, feet per second 

twice span of the semispan model, measured perpendicular to the 
plane of symmetry, feet 

C chord of the model measured parallel to the plane of symmetry, feet 

E mean aerodynamic chord 

D 

H 

h 
7 

dw3,POunh 

hinge moment, foot-pounds 

ratio of the thicknese of the flap measured at the trailing edge 
to the thickness of the airfoil measured at the 67-percent-chord 
station 

L lift, pounds 

M 

Ml 

MA 

v Mach number a 
0 

pitching moment about one-quarter E, foot-pounds 

moment about the hinge line of the flap area behind the hinge 
line, feet cubed 

Q free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 

, feet 

SECURITY INFORMCITION 
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R 

S 

V 

Y 

a 

A 

6 

CL 

P 

SECURITY IWORMATION 

Reynolds number 

semispan-model area, square feet 

velocity of free stream, feet per second 

lateral distance normal to .the plane of symmetry, feet 

corrected angle of-attack, degrees 

NACA RM A52F13 

increment due to the tunnel walls 

flap deflection measured in a plane normal to the flap hinge 
line, degrees (except as noted) 

absolute viscosity, slugs per foot-second 

density of air, elugs per cubic foot 

W wing or airfoil 

f flap 

Subscripts 

Parameters 

, per degree (measured through c& = 0) 

, per degree (measured through 6 = 0) 
a=0 

, per degree (measured through a = 0) 

, per degree (measured through 6 = 0) 

h 

- -- 

-. 

. 
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p er degree (measured through a = 0) 

, per degree (measured through S = 0) 

The subscripts outside the parentheses represent the factor held 
constant for the measurement of the parameters. 

MODEL AND APPARATUS 

4 

I 

The wing tested was a trim, semispan, reflection-plane model 
of aspect ratio 2 having the leading edge swept back 63-43O and having 
a modified NACA 0005 section (table I) parallel to the free stream. The 
modificatfon COnsiSted of replacing the normal profile tith straight 
lines back of the 67-percent-chord station. The gecmetry of the model 
fs shown in figure 1, and photographs of the model are given In fig- 
ure 2. The hinge line intersected the root chord at the 50-percent-chord 
point and was swept back 40°, forming a flap which had an area behind 
the &ge line which was 56.93 percent of the total wing srea. The 
portion of the flap ahead of the hinge Une and the fixed portfon (apex) 
of the wing were constructed SO as to permit the veriatfon of the sfzes 
and Shapes of the horn balances. The percentage of horn balance fs 
defined as the ratio of the control area ahead of the hinge line to the 
control area behind the hinge line multiplied by 100. These balances in 
conjuction with the invariant flap area behind the hinge line formed 
controls A, B, C, D, and E as Shown in ffgure 1. The horn balance6 on 
controls A and B were relieved in order to eliminate the interference 
that would otherwise occur between the fixed portion of the model and 
the horn balance as the controls were deflected. The normal configura- 
tion of the controls was with the flap nose unsealed, the normal-airfoil- 
COntOUr horn balance, and with normal airfoil trafling-edge thickness, 
h/t = 0. 

Control A had two additional values of trailing-edge thickness, 
h/t = 0.5 and h/t = 1.0. (One trailing-edge thickness was equsl to 
one-half the normal airfoil thickness at the @-percent-chord station, 
and the other trailing-edge thiclmess was equal to the airfoil thickness 
at that station.) These variations in the trailing-edge thiCkneB6 of the 
flap were formed by straight-sided wedges whfch extended from the 
67-percent-chord station to the trailing edge. 

Control C had both a Sealed and 811 unsealed flap nose, and had both 
a normal-airfoil-contour horn balance and a thin contour horn balance. 

SECTJKTY INFORMATION 
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The details of the flap nose seal are shown in section A-A, figure 1. 
The th3.n horn contour was formed by ellipses. The minor axes equaled 
the thickness of the ting at a reference line whfch was perpendicular to 
the hinge line and whfch was 24.69 inches from the plane of symmetry 
measured along the hinge llne. The lengths of the semimajor axes were 
measured between the reference line and the inner end of the horn of con- 
trol C along radial lines from the wing tip. A free fairing across these 
ellipses perpendiculsz to the hinge line was used to join the normal air- 
foil contour at the hinge line. The thFn contour control C can be seen 
in figures 2(a) to 2(d). 

The control hinge moments were measured by means of a resistance- 
type electric strain gage. 

CORFZCTIONS TO DATA 

The data have been corrected for the effects of tunnel-wall 
interference by the method of reference 15. The corrections added to 
the data were as follows: 

fU= 0.856 c~w+~ + 0.1834 cr, 

(ocm)w+f = o-00753 c&+f 

ND = 0.0169 CL,+~~ 

L!& = 0.0092 c&+f 

The lift coefficient was corrected by multiplylng the uncorrected 
value by 0.992. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Presentation of Results 

The variatfons of the lift and hfnge-moment coefficients tith angle 
of attack and with flap deflection are presented in figures 3 through ll 
for controls A, B, C, D, and E at a Mach number of 0.18 and a Reynolds 
number of 5,000,OOO. Data are shown for various conditions of the flap 
nose gap, horn-balance contour, and trailing-edge thickness. The 
pitching-moment and drag coefficients are also presented for control A 
(h/t = O), (figs. 3(d), 3(e), ad 3(f))- The changes in the hinge-moment 

SECURITY INFORMATION 
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parameters for all the controls (A through E) are summarized in fig- 
ure 12. The effect of changes in the Reynolds number is given In 
figure 13 for control A (h/t = 0). Surmn&y lift and hinge-moment data 
for all controls tested are gfven for zero flap deflection In fig- 
ures l&(a) and l&(b). A list of the lift and hinge-moment parameters 
for the various controls tested is also given in table II. A COmpariSOn 
fs.made in figures 15(a) and 15(b) of the lift and hinge-moment 
parameters of control A (h/t = 0) with those of unbalanced controls 
(references 1 and 2), a balanced control (reference 4), and an all- 
movable surface (reference 3). 

DiBCUBBiOIl Of Experimental IieBl.dtB 

The following discussion is concerned primarily with the hinge- 
moment parameters because, as ShOWn in figure6 j(a) t0 ll(a) and in 
table II, the effects of the various moaffications on the lift parameters 
were practically negligible. The slope parameters IwaBUEd with respect 
to 6 given in table II are for 8 measured normal to the hFnge line. 
The stalling characteristics varied slightly as can be seen from the 
s.ummary in figure 14(a). The horn-balanced controls tith the horn-gap 
direction parallel to the free stream will be referred to as the 
unshielded horn controls, and the horn-balanced controls with the horn- 
gap direction perpendicular to the hinge line will be referred to as the 
shielded horn controls. 

Effect of percent of horn balance.- The effect of changes in the 
percentage of horn balancing of.the control upon the hinge-moment 
parameters is shown in figure 12. AS would be expected/relatively 
wrall increases in the amount of horn balance produce sizable reductions 
in both of the hinge-moment parameters, C andC ha w The increment 
Of Chg obtained by increasizg the horn balsnce over the range of per- 
centage b&hnCeB tested was about the same for either the unshielded or 
the shielded horn balances; however, the incremental effect on C& 
was about twfce as great for the unshielded balance as for the shielded 
balance. It should be noted that the differential increments 
of c ha anti chs obtained for a given change in the percentage horn 
balance of the unshielded horn could be of use to the designer in alter- 
ing the ratio Ct@hS* 

Effect of shielding the horn balance.- The effect of shielding the 
horn balance upon,the hinge-moment parameter is also shown in figure l-2. 
The effect of shielding the horn at a constant value of the percentage 
balance was to increase the numerical value of Cha. The amount of 

SECURI'IY lXFORMATION 
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increase was a function of the percentage balance; the incremental 
increase in Cb was about two and one-half times as'great at 
22.72-percent balantiF.&s it was-at 16.98-p-cent balance. The effect 
of Shielding the horn upon. C& was not meastiablk for 16.98-percent 
balance, but a small increase in C 

2 
was evident at 22.72-percent 

balance. These results indicate tha C!& and C& may be differentially 
controlled by changing the amount of horn shielding, at least within the 
limits of the present investigation. 

Effect of horn-balance contour.- The eff.ect of changing the shape 
of the horn balance from the normal airfoil-contour to a thin contour 
(see model description) W&B found to be moderately small for the shielded 
horn balance. As shown in figure 12, the absolute value of Cha was 
only inCre&Bed from -0.0018 to -0.0019 while Chg was increased from 
-0.0030 to .-0.0036. Thue, it is seen that changes in the horn-balance 
contour also provide a method for differentially changing the hinge- 
moment parameters. It is interesting to note that thinning the horn- 
balance contour was the only variable investigated which produced a 
larger change in Chg than in CL. 

E?fect of trailing-edge thickness.- The effect of changes in the 
trailing-edge thickness, (h/t), is given in figure 12. The trailing- 
edge thiclmess was varied only for one value of the percentage horn 
balsnce and only for the unshielded horn balance. A change in the 
trailing-edge thiclmess from h/t = 0 to h/t = 0.5 increased the numer- 
ical value of chn about three times as muctias % was increased. 
A further change in the traLlinn-edge thickness from h/t = 0.5 to 1.0 
resulted in approximately equal changes in Ch and C&. 

Effect of flap-nose seal.- The effect of sealing the flap nose as 
shown in figure 12 W&B found only for the shielded horn balance. The 
effect of sealing the flap nose was negligible on Cho and reduced Cb 
by only a small amwnt. 

Effect of Reynolds number.- The effects upon the lift and the 
hinge-moment coefficients of increasing the Reynolds number 
from 3,000,oOO to ~,OOO,OOO, for Mach numbers of 0.10 and 0.29, respec- 
tively, are shown In figure 13 for several deflections of control A 
(h/t = 0). The effects of changes in the Reynolds number in the range 
tested were negligible. .- 

Comparison of Control A (h/t = 0) With Unbalanced, 
Balanced, and All-Movable Controls 

A comparison of the aerodynsmic characteristics of control A 
(h/t = 0) with those of the unbalanced controls of references 1 and 2, 

SECURITY INFORMATION 
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the balanced control of reference 4, snd the all-movable surface of 
reference 3 iS presented in figure 15. The ILft-effectiveness parameters 
are presented Fn figure 15(a), and the hinge-moment psrameters are given 
in figure 15(b). Two positions of the hinge line are considered for the 
all-movable surface: one at 45-percent E which would provide approxi- 
mately minimum hinge-moment coefficients at transonic speeds, and another 
at 51-percent E which would provide mininunn hinge-moment coefficients 
at supersonic speeds. 

The conventional hinge-moment parameters C& and Dns in 
figure 15(b) do not provide a ready com.psrison of the controls from a 
hinge-moment standpoint, however, since the hinge-moment coefficfents 
for each control are a function of the size of the control as well as 
the hinge moment. Because of the large dffferenCe6 in the size of the 
controls being compared for the given wing plan form, a better comparison 
of the hinge moment per unit deflection would be obtained utiUzfng a 
parameter that involved the wing geometry (as is the case for the Ilft- 
effectiveness parameters C& and CN) rather than the control geometry, 
Hence, the parameters E& and iX& are introduced in order to provide a 
direct comparison of the hinge moments per unit deflectfon for these con- 
trols on a wing of a given size at a given dynamic pressure. For K& 
and %, the value of the cubic-foot factor used to reduce the hinge 
moments to nondimensional form was arbitrarily chosen as SE. The values 

ze %brd% 
for the various controls are also presented in fig- 

. These data tidicate that the variations of hinge moment per 
unit angular change with Mach number for the all-movable controls are 
considerably greater than that for the plain flap controls of refer- 
ences 1 and 2 and for the half-delta tip control of reference 4. The 
all-movable surface may, of course, be completely balanced at any one 
value of the Mach number by simply locating the hinge line at the center 
of pressure for that Mach number. The large increment in hinge moment 
between subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers, however, would not be 
greatly affected by changes in the h-e-line position. Although data 
for control A (h/t = 0) are not available throughout the Mach number 
range, the low-speed data tidicate that, at least for one value of the 
Mach number, the hinge-moment characteristics of thfs control compare 
favorably with those of the other controls shown. 

COlKXXJSIONS 

The results of an experimental wind-tunnel investigation at low 
Speed to determine the lift effectiveness and the hinge-moment parameters 
of several large-chord horn-balanced controls on a triangular wWg 
indicate the foll&ng: 

I-,- 
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parameters C& and C!% may be controlled _ differentially by &hanging the amount of horn balance for the unshielded 
horn control and by changing the degree of horn shielding. 

2. The effect of changing the horn-balance contour of the shielded 
horn control from the normal airfoil contour to a thinner elliptical con- 
tour was moderately small. 

3. Increasing the trailing-edge thickness of the-unshielded horn 
control from h/t = 0 to h/t = 0.5 changed clh, about three tties as 
much as it changed C!&. 
to h/t 

Further increases in trailing-edge thickness 
= 1.0 resulted in approximately equal changea in the hinge- 

moment parameters. 

4. Sealing the flap-nose gap of the shielded horn control resulted 
in a negligible change in C& and reduced Chg by only a small amount. 

5e The effects upon the lift! and hinge-moment coefficients of 
increasing the Reynolds number from 3,000,OOO to 8,000,OOO were negli- 
gible. 

In addition, a comparison with data for other types of controls 
indicates that the large-chord flap-type control tith a swept-back hinge 
line and a horn balance can be adequately balanced at low speeds. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE I.- COORDINATES FOR THE NACA 0005 (MODIFIED)' AIRFOIL SECTION 
[All dimensions In percent of wing chord] 

Upper and lower surfaces . 
station Ordinate 

0 0 
1.25 -789 
2-w 1.089 

;:g 1.481 1.750 
10.00 l-951 
15.00 2.228 
20.00 2.391 
25.00 2.476 
30.00 2.301 
40.00 2.419 
yl.00 2.206 
60.00 1.902 
67.00 1.650 
70.00 1.500 
80.00 1.000 
go.00 -500 

100.00 0 

;.E. radius: T.E. radius 
O-275 0.05 

IStraight lines aft of 
67-percent-chord station 

- 

. 
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!ilAEa II.- SUMMARY OF THE LIFT AND HIRE-MOMENF PHWEXERS FOR THE VARIOUS COK!JROL3 
TESQD Ol?A!EXAt?GIJTJRWII?Z OFASPECT RATIO 2 

Control Percent Flap-nose bHs,e Trailing-edge 

balance gap 
thickness, 

(h/t) 
% 

colltour 
I 

0.038 

,038 

I , 

c* Figure 
number 

3(a),(b),(c), 
(O,(e),(f) 

10(a),(b),(c) 

u(a),(b),(c) 
4(4,(b),(c) 

r 
5(a),(b),(c) 

8(4,(b),(c) 

9(a),(b),(c) 

6(4,(b),(c) 

7(a),(b),(c) 

, 



, c 

Fipre I.- Geometry of the 

l 

c- 

I- 
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(a) Control C, thin contour horn, undeflected, three-quarter front view. 

(b) Control C, thin contour horn, undeflected, three-quarter rear view. 

Figure 2.- Triangulxr wing of aspect ratio 2 having a large-chord horn- 
balanced flap-type control. 
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(c) Control C, thin contour horn, flap deflected -30°r three-quarter 
front view. 

(d) Control C, thin contour horn, flap deflected -30°, three-quarter 
reax view. 

Figure 2.- Continued. 
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